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Prep II Week 15 Timetable 
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
15 minutes 
 
Dictation 
 
As we do not have any 
spellings this week we are 
going to focus on our 
dictation. Come and listen to 
Camilla reading us the next 
two verses of this week’s 
poem, A Smile. 
 
 
Remember the top tips for 
dictation: 
 
● Write as neatly as 

possible even though 
you are going to be 
writing at speed. 

● Check your work when 
the teacher reads the 
whole text through. 

● If you miss a sentence, 
leave it out and follow 
along at the teacher’s 
pace. 

30 minutes 
 
Read To Your Child 
  
Read two or three books to 
your child. After each book, 
chat about your favourite 
parts of the book. Invite 
Your Child to “Read” Look 
at a book with your child. 
Practice looking for tricky 
words. Make sure you look 
at the comprehension tips. 

30 minutes 
 
Phonics 
 
This week in phonics we will 
continue to revise all the 
digraphs and trigraphs we 
have covered this year.  
 
Last week you created a 
poster of your favourite 
sound. This week I would like 
you to create your own 
Phonics bingo game for your 
family to play together. See 
the image below to give you 
ideas of how to set your 
BINGO game out.  
 
 

 

30 minutes 
 
Handwriting 
 
This term we have been 
working very hard with 
our black and yellow 
thinking hats to self-
improve our handwriting. 
We know that it is very 
important that we 
continue to use the joins 
we are so confident with 
in our handwriting.  
 
I would like you to write 
out the poem Windy 
Nights. 
 
POEM 
 
You can use my joins to 
help you consider how 
they should be formed if 
you need to. 
 

30 minutes 
 
Independent 
reading 
 
Encourage your 
child to read 
independently for 
30 minutes. 
Ensure that they 
have got a 
comfortable 
space and have 
chosen a book of 
an appropriate 
level for 
independent 
writing. 
 

15 minutes 
Water break 

15 minutes 
Water break 
 

15 minutes 
Water break 

15 minutes 
Water break 

15 minutes 
Water break 

45 minutes 
 
Maths Project 
 
WEIGHT 

45 minutes 
 
Creative Writing 

45 minutes 
 
News 
 

45 minutes 
 
Science 
 

45 minutes 
 
Design Time 
 

https://mulberryhouseschool.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/A-Smile.pdf
https://mulberryhouseschool.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Poem.pdf
https://mulberryhouseschool.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/my-joins.pdf
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The children will review what 
they know about units of 
measure for weight by using 
their white thinking hat to 
create a mind map about 
what they already know. 
Encourage them to consider 
units, measuring tools, 
accuracy and equivalency. 
 
The children will choose from 
a selection of household food 
products. The children should 
practise reading labels and 
use this information to order 
the products from lightest to 
heaviest. Using accurate 
measuring on a scale the 
children should be 
encouraged to check the 
label to see if the item is full. 
If not, encourage them to 
calculate how much has been 
used. 
 
The children can use Maths 
Whizz to revise this topic. 
 
Extension: 
The children will explore 
solving one-step worded 
problems about weight, e.g. I 
have 300g of flour but need 
1kg for my bread recipe. How 
much more do I need? 
  
Question Time: 
Are smaller objects always 
going to be lighter? 
 

Today in Creative Writing 
we are going to look at the 
question below.  
 

 
  
Have a look at these 
images. Imagine you woke 
up there! What would you 
feel? Can you describe the 
world you have suddenly 
found yourself in? 

 
 

 

This week in news we are 
going to revise all the 
grammar we have covered.  
 
We have looked at so many 
things this term including 
speech marks, questions, 
statements, commas and of 
course adjectives.  
 
See how much you can 
remember by completing the 
worksheet below. 
 
GRAMMAR REVISION 
 
Once You have completed 
the revision sheet, it is time 
to write about your weekend.  
 
Don’t forget to include the 5 
W’S in your writing. 
 

 
 

Become a Fingerprint 
Detective 
 
Fingerprints are the 
impressions left by skin 
ridges on human fingers. 
These ridges help us feel 
things and grip objects.  
 
The scientific study of 
fingerprints is called 
dermatoglyphics. (Derma 
means skin and glyphics 
means carving.) 
 
No two people have 
identical fingerprints, but 
fingerprint patterns tend 
to run in families. These 
patterns often look like 
whorls, loops, or arches, 
and fingers often leave 
imprints of sweat and oil 
behind. 
 
To study fingerprints, you 
will need: 

● white paper 
● clear tape 
● a pencil 
● a magnifying glass 

 
Step 1: Trace around your 
hands on white paper, 
using a pencil.  
 
Step 2: On a different 
piece of paper, scribble 
hard with the pencil until 
a small area is covered 
with graphite. Next, rub 

A coat of arms is a 
unique design on 
a shield of a 
medieval knight 
and is specific to 
them.  
Often, the 
individual only 
had the rights to 
the coat of arms 
during their 
lifetime but 
sometimes they 
were allowed to 
pass it down to 
their family.  
 
Can you design a 
coat of arms that 
represents your 
family?  
 
Make sure you put 
on it things that 
represent you. For 
example, favourite 
food, flag from 
the country you 
come from. 
Favourite family 
board game, sport 
etc.  
 
Make sure you 
choose colours 
that also 
represent you.  
 

https://mulberryhouseschool.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Grammar-revision.pdf
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What is heavier, a KG of 
feathers or a KG of bricks? 
 

your left baby finger 
around in the graphite 
until it is covered with 
grey. 
 
Step 3: Carefully, place 
your left baby finger on 
the sticky side of a piece 
of clear tape, then 
gently lift your finger off 
of the tape. A clear 
fingerprint should be 
visible. 
 
Step 4: Place the tape 
face-down on the left 
BABY finger of each of 
your traced hands.  
 
Step 5: Repeat this with 
each finger until you have 
fingerprints on each of 
the five fingers traced. 
 
Use a magnifying glass to 
look carefully at your 
prints. Do you have 
similar prints to your 
parents? 
 
To lift prints from a glass 
you’ll also need: 

● a clear glass or jar 
● cocoa powder 
● a paintbrush or 

makeup brush 
 
To Lift Prints 
 
Step 1: Rub your hands 
together and pick up a 

 
 
COAT OF ARMS 
TEMPLATE 

https://mulberryhouseschool.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/coat-of-arms-template.pdf
https://mulberryhouseschool.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/coat-of-arms-template.pdf
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transparent glass. Make 
several clear fingerprints 
on a transparent glass. 
 
Step 2: Using a brush, 
gently dust some cocoa 
powder onto one of the 
fingerprints on the glass. 
 
Step 3: Blow the excess 
cocoa powder away and 
then lift the fingerprint 
with a piece of tape. It 
may take some practice. 
 
Step 4: Tape the 
fingerprint onto a piece of 
white paper and try to 
match it to one of the 
fingerprints from the first 
part of the experiment.  
 
Can you figure out which 
finger it came from? 
 

30 minutes 
Snack 

30 minutes 
Snack 

30 minutes 
Snack 

30 minutes 
Snack 

30 minutes 
Snack 

1 hour 
 
Computing Skills 
 
This week you are going to 
work on your typing skills. 
Log onto the Purple Mash 
platform and the game 
2Type.  
 
Remember you must use two 
hands when you type. 
 

1 hour 
 
Comprehension 
 
This week in comprehension 
we are going to look at a 
text called The Gruffalo’s 
Child. 
 
THE GRUFFALOS CHILD 
COMPREHENSION 
Remember our top 
comprehension rules: 

1 hour 
 
Research Project 
 
Today you are going to be 
conducting an independent 
research project. Remember 
that you can use Google to 
help you find out facts.  
 
The theme of your research 
project today is, The 
Commonwealth.  

1 hour 
 
Maths Number 
ROUNDING 
 
Question time:  
I want you to consider the 
following question, The 
sweet that Sheila wants to 
buy costs 26p. Should she 
give the cashier 20p or 
30p? Why? 
 

1 hour 
 
Maths Whizz 
 
Today we would 
like you to spend 
an hour on Maths 
Whizz. Remember 
to try your best 
and that it is very 
important that 
you do this 
independently. 

https://mulberryhouseschool.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Gruffalos-child-comprehension.pdf
https://mulberryhouseschool.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Gruffalos-child-comprehension.pdf
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Before you complete this 
activity, please join me and 
baby Smartie here to refresh 
your memory about our e-
safety rules. That way you 
can have fun with this task 
knowing that you will stay 
safe online! 
 

● Read the text two 
times. 

● Look for key words 
from the questions in 
the text. 

● Answer using full 
sentences. 

● Use the wording 
from the questions 
to inform your 
answers. 

● Any words that are 
in the text should 
not have incorrect 
spelling.  

 

The presentation of your 
findings is completely up to 
you. Some ideas include, 
creating a poster, a brochure, 
a PowerPoint presentation or 
recording a video to share 
what you know. Try to be as 
creative as you can! 
 
Please include the following 
in your research:  

● What is the 
Commonwealth? 

● What countries are 
included in the 
commonwealth? 

● Do the countries in the 
commonwealth all 
have the same flag?  

● Do the countries all 
speak the same 
language? 

 

Today we are going to be 
introduced to the rules 
around rounding 
numbers.  
 
Rounding is when we 
make a number simpler 
but keeping its value 
close to the original 
number. The result is less 
accurate but it is easier 
for us to use. For 
example, 23 rounded to 
the nearest 10 is 20 
because it is closer to 20 
than it is to 30.  
 
If we revisit our question 
from earlier, Sheila had 
the option to give the 
cashier 20p or 30p. Sheila 
used rounding to figure 
out the answer, she was 
finding the closest 10 to 
the number.  
 
With a number like 29 this 
is easy. We can easily see 
that 29 is very close to 
30. However, numbers 
like 24, 25 and 26 make it 
a little trickier. This is 
where we use what we 
call a ‘rounding hill’. 
 

This will allow 
Professor Whizz 
to give you 
progressions as 
you are ready for 
them and to cover 
topics that you 
need to revise. 
 
 

https://www.loom.com/share/fee97940a8d64e27b1843ae3213cc26c
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If you were riding up the 
hill on a bike, and you got 
to 4, where is the bike 
most likely to go? Back 
down to the start. So if 
you have a number with 4 
in the units column such 
as 24, and you are asked 
to round it to the nearest 
10 you would go 
backwards. So 24 
rounded to the nearest 10 
is 20.  
 
What would happen if you 
landed on the 5? As is in 
the middle, and at the top 
of the rounding hill, we 
would go straight down 
the other side and go 
forwards to the next ten. 
This is the golden rule of 
rounding. So, if we had 25 
we would round forward 
to 30 as the nearest ten. 
 
Use the rounding hill to 
help you solve these 
rounding problems. 
 
 

https://mulberryhouseschool.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Rounding-problems.pdf
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Now try this exciting 
challenge activity.  
 

1 hour 
Lunch 

1 hour 
Lunch 

1 hour 
Lunch 

1 hour 
Lunch 

1 hour 
Lunch 

45 minutes 
 
PE with Coach Marc 
 
Press this link and choose one 
of Coach Marc’s sessions for 
your PE lesson today. 
 
Perhaps you could take 
inspiration from the videos 
you have been doing with 
Coach Marc and put together 
your own workout. If you do 
we would love to see it, you 
can send us a video of you 
leading it and we will try it 
out in school! 

45 minutes 
 
Music  
 
Today in our Music session 
you are going to compose 
your own song about 
staying safe online.  
 
Brainstorm keywords that 
you might want to include 
in your song such as SAFE, 
INTERNET, ONLINE. etc. 
 
First, you need to write 
down the lyrics and then 
you will need to decide on a 
tune that fits to the lyrics.  
 
Maybe you can use the 
repeated rhythm you 
created last week? 
 
We are looking forward to 
seeing your creativity shine 
through in your 
performance. 
 
 

 
 
 

1 hour 
 
Research Project 
 
Today you are going to be 
conducting an independent 
research project. Remember 
that you can use Google to 
help you find out facts.  
 
The theme of your research 
project today is, The 
Commonwealth.  
 
The presentation of your 
findings is completely up to 
you. Some ideas include 
creating a poster, a brochure, 
a PowerPoint presentation or 
recording a video to share 
what you know. Try to be as 
creative as you can! 
 
Please include the following 
in your research: 
 
•What is the Commonwealth? 
•What countries are included 
in the commonwealth? 
•Do the countries in the 
commonwealth all have the 
same flag?  
•Do the countries all speak 
the same language? 
 

1 hour 
 
Let’s get creative 
 
Today we would like you 
to research an artist from 
the country you 
researched yesterday and 
create an art piece 
inspired by them.  
 
I have included some 
examples of art below 
from Japan and China. 
 
Japan 
 

 
 
China 
 

 

1 hour 
 
Lego Land 
 
This week we 
have spent time 
looking at other 
cultures, countries 
and imaginary 
lands. Now it is 
your turn to 
create your own 
land. You may use 
Lego or any other 
construction 
materials you 
have at home.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://nrich.maths.org/10435
https://mulberryhouseschool.com/parents-area/preps-pe-with-coach-marc/
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20 minutes 
 
Chapter book 
  
Read a chapter book to your 
child, read one chapter 
together and discuss what 
you have read. Consider 
favourite characters, the plot, 
what might happen next etc. 

20 minutes 
 
Times table Practise 
 
Today I would like you to 
complete a times table grid. 
Time yourself doing this and 
check how much faster you 
have become since the first 
week we did this. 
 
If you have got a set of 
times tables that you know 
you need to keep working 
on then please focus on 
these.  
 
Remember to check out the 
‘Times Tables with Percy 
Parker’ on YouTube. These 
fun songs will help you 
remember your times tables 
easier! 

20 minutes 
 
Poetry 
 
Today we are going to be 
looking at a poem called 
‘Empty Cottage’. Can you 
practise reading the poem 
using the appropriate 
expression and intonation? 
 
Empty Cottage 
Down at the end  
of the country lane, 
there’s an empty cottage 
with cracked window panes. 
The door’s off its hinges, 
The roof tiles leak. 
The only sounds 
Are a rustle and creak. 
Only the spider, 
the slug and the louse 
Live in the shell 
Of the old empty house. 
By Tony Mitton 
 
 
When you have read the 
poem I would like you to 
draw a picture of what you 
think the cottage looks like, 
based on what you have read. 

20 minutes 
 
Mental maths  
 
Today we are going to 
complete a Mental Maths 
task. I would like you to 
complete this 
independently and time 
yourself to see how long 
it takes.  
 
Please complete Test 
Nine and Test Ten of our 
Folens Mental Maths. 
 

3.00-3.30 
 
Mindful Moments 
 
Today we are 
going to go on a 
‘Mindful Safari.’ 
Go outside on an 
exciting 
adventure, try 
picking up a small 
rock or touching a 
plant or flower.  
Notice the bugs or 
the birds.  
 
Take a moment to 
kneel down and 
touch the ground. 
 
Walk mindfully 
paying close 
attention to 
everything. Make 
sure you walk in 
silence because 
you want to 
notice all those 
little details. 

 

https://mulberryhouseschool.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/times-tables-grid.pdf
https://mulberryhouseschool.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Test-9.pdf
https://mulberryhouseschool.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Test-9.pdf
https://mulberryhouseschool.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Test-10.pdf

